Five basic kinds of adjective

1) Adjective of quality
2) Adjective of quantity
3) Demonstrative adjective
4) Interrogative adjective
5) Possessive adjective
Degree of adjective

There are three degrees of adjectives:

1) Positive degree
2) Comparative degree
3) Superlative degree
Adjective of quantity

Adjective of quantity is used with the help of noun.

We get these numeral adjectives to know the quantity by asking some question ‘how much? To a noun or person.

In this just we find the quantity of something not knowing the amount of the number of thing.

Examples are here below:

1) Some
2) Any
3) Enough
4) Sufficient
5) Whole
Demonstrate adjective

A demonstrate adjectives always comes first in the noun phase. It identifies the noun or pronoun by expressing its position as near as far.

Examples of the demonstrative of adjectives are given below:

1) Give me the red water bottle.
2) I can’t forget that incident.
3) I can’t give you money at this moment.
Interrogative adjective

A simple mean of interrogative is asking a question. Interrogative adjective also called interrogative determiner.

Examples:

In interrogative adjective we used the which, what, whose interrogative adjective modify nouns and are used in interrogative sentences.

1) Whose book did you bring me?
2) Did we make a cake for you?
3) What kind of music do you like?